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can help to test products with prices from:

£449 per product*

As some of this year’s Christmas adverts have alluded to, after a year of

political instability and financial hardship for many, many of us are looking

forward to festive food. But in such turbulent times, will mince pies and

Christmas dinner seem unimportant? Or will premium offerings see their

usual popularity, as festive cheer offers a much-needed morale boost? With

festive ranges signed off months ago and the shortest day rapidly

approaching, we have been looking ahead to this year’s flavour trends...

This data was sourced from: *December U&A. Base size (268)

**Foodfax Category questions – November. Base size (106)

***Foodfax Category questions – December. Base Size (108)

Despite this, even before the festive season, 1 in 2*** would ‘rarely/never’ consider cutting down

on alcohol or cheese. When asked about Christmas spending, 4 in 5* agreed that they would be

searching for discounted Christmas food and drink, and 2 in 5* for own label Value offerings. This

drops further to 1 in 5* for treats such as pigs in blankets, which can be prepared at home.

However, 1 in 2* expect to consume more alcohol, cheese, sweet food, snacks and party food this
Christmas, and for those in higher social grades (ABC1) premium ‘festive tipples’* remain a priority.

Price is at the forefront of many consumers’ minds this festive season. However

only 1 in 3** agree that they intend to cut back spending on festive food, with

the majority intending to spend the same as last year. Furthermore, 1 in 2**
could be tempted to buy more if enticed with a special offer. The trends seen
before the festive period signalled an increase in supermarket own label buying,
cutting down on red meat and opting for cheaper treats.

A core area of growth is the role of World
Foods within Christmas entertainment.
Beyond the usual prawn toast, samosa and
bhaji offerings seen across supermarkets, is
an upward trend of fusion dishes, bringing
stronger, more varied flavour profiles into
Christmas celebrations. It is no longer all
about the tartness of cranberry, sweetness
of orange or mix of cloves, nutmeg, allspice
and cinnamon. These traditionally festive
spices, with the addition of cardamon,
cumin and coriander, are incredibly similar
to the core seasonings of many
international cuisines.

This year the market offers an array of

cuisines for both premium and standard

price points. To name only a few, there are

M&S’s Reindeer Bao Bun’s or Mini–Chicken

Tikka Naans, along with the Waitrose 12

King Prawn Katsu Curry Melts or Balti

Inspired Baubles. Aldi joins the list with

Plant Menu Naan Bites, and Tesco with Mini

Duck Pancakes. Waitrose expands this trend

from starters and party foods to the main

course, with a Heston from Waitrose Festive

Peking Duck, glazed with hoisin sauce and

combined with pulled duck and pork

stuffing balls.

“4 in 5 will be searching for discounted Christmas Food”

“1 in 3 intend to cut back”
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Whilst the majority intend to buy into traditional festive and British Cuisine, around 1 in 5*
expect to also buy into World Food alternatives, such as Indian, Oriental and Italian. Interest in

Indian food was skewed towards a younger audience. Around a third were interested in a World

Food twist on festive food, though results suggested that this was not because ‘traditional items

are not as exciting’.

“3 in 5…expect to buy ‘none’ of the plant-based alternatives”

Cheese is ever popular, with a particular focus on cheese bakes this year.

From Morrisons The Best Sloe Gin Baking Brie, or Davidstow Cheddar,

Chorizo & Jalapeno Bake, to M&S’s Welsh Rarebit Cheese Bake. Along with

the premium ‘to order’ products from Tesco or Waitrose. Consumer interest

in such products continues to be high, with the Foodfax ‘product of the week’

at Cambridge MR being a festive cheese item three panels in a row. From the

M&S Cheese Profiteroles and Cathedral City Our Cheesy Cranberry Bites to

Asda’s Hidden Centre Red Leicester Bake.

The plant-based category exhibits less

innovation than seen in previous years. The

growth of the sector begins to lose it’s

momentum, or maybe this is the lull before

the January storm. Movement appears to

be towards dishes that could be enjoyed by

all at the Christmas dinner table, whilst also

satisfying any vegetarian or vegan guests.

Meals centred around vegetables but with

enough flavour and flare to satisfy

expectations. Products such as Tesco Finest

Sweet Potato and Red Cabbage Christmas

Log, Waitrose Vegan layered Mushroom

Parfait and Aldi’s Mushroom, Parsnip and

Camembert Pies. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 3

in 5* of our non-flexitarian panel expect

to buy ‘none’ of the plant-based

alternatives available, with those who were

interested being of the younger

demographic.

A core area of innovation in 2022 is again

around the humble Mince Pie. From the boozy

Asda Irish Cream Liqueur, or Sloe Gin offerings,

to the indulgent Morrisons The Best Billionaire

Mince Pies, Tesco Chocolate Orange Crumble

Topped and Heston from Waitrose Pear and

Fig Mince Pies in Cheese Puff Pastry. With

such a range on offer, are consumers

genuinely still interested? The innovation

seen for Pigs in Blankets and Mince Pies,

followed by world food fusion is key from a

retailer perspective, but is it what consumers

want?

Innovation in Mince Pies appears to be

polarising, with 2 in 5* ‘excited’, but the

same proportion ‘not at all excited’. Pigs in

Blanket innovation may have passed its peak,

as interest has waned; 16%* of our sample

do not consume Pigs in Blankets at all, with

similar findings to the Mince Pies regarding

interest in innovation. In both cases, interest

in innovation is most relevant to the 18-54 age

group, with older consumers perhaps more

loyal to traditional versions.
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